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Cover Page: Where would Santa be these days without Health and Safety 
and an approved flight plan to help him on his way? 

Merry Christmas everyone 
EASA – European Aviation Safety Agency 
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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

December 2019 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley 
 
PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Alan Rowson                07-843-3889  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Sel Melville                   027-482-3459 
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook    021-123-6040 
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
 
Mike Sutton   
Chris Tynan 022-353-9231 – Santa’s little helpers 
Sel Melville 027-482-3459 
Dave Crook 021-123-6040  
Lyndon Perry               021-02518474                                                   
  
WEB SITE Grant Finlay  - Santa Claus 
CATERER Collen Tynan – Head Reindeer 
 
CLUB NIGHT: Wednesday  11 December, 2019 7.30 pm 
VENUE: Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton 
 

Club Night Theme:  11 December - Christmas Club Night, Bring a    
Plate 

 
Club Themed Flying Day:  Club Xmas BBQ and Aces Stik Challenge 

8 December. 

(To be held 15 December if rained out) 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

Well here we are with the last month of 2019 

and running head long into a new decade in 

just a handful of weeks. The last 10 years have 

seen some pretty huge advances in model 

aviation with the likes of 2.4G radio 

transmitters well and truly cementing their 

place as the radio of choice, with the old PCM 

and FM systems all but extinct now. 

Telemetry can now provide real time info back from the aircraft to the 

transmitter and Gyro stabilisation systems are now built directly into 

some Radio Receivers. There are models that will literally fly 

themselves, taking off and landing using GPS technology to guide 

learner pilots a little bit closer to full RC flying.  FPV (First person View) 

video systems have allowed the development of flight by camera and 

video screens to be common place for those wanting to feel like they are 

actually flying from within their aircraft. Then there are semi 

autonomous Drones that have made flying machines available to the 

masses who would otherwise have not taken any interest in aviation at 

all. Unfortunately that technology has also come at a cost to general 

modelling with rules being tightened even further around our hobby. So 

what will the next 10 years of development bring to our hobby.... only 

time will tell.....so watch that space. 

November’s club night went well with a good turnout of members for 

our Paper plane making & flying competition night. Thanks to Dave 

Crook for organising the paper designs and running the event. There 

seemed to be a lot of laughter as guy’s tried to fly their paper planes 

through a multitude of tasks such as the Limbo, Carrier landing, through 

the tunnel and Distance etc. It’s surprising how good some of these 

planes flew, mind you there were also many that did not seem to 

understand the principles of flight at all!! We were also treated to a short 

presentation from Stan Hodson bringing along his partially constructed 

Spitfire project which is best described as huge, which you can see in the 

photo. Thanks Stan for sharing your project and taking time to bring this 
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along and also for allowing others to make suggestions on improvements 

to design, this provides a chance for everyone to learn.  

 

 
Size does matter 

 

Also at the November club night, we made another significant “first” for 

our club night by awarding both our Club Sportsman Cup and Wooden 

propeller trophies to “Non” club members.  These are club night awards 

given out each month when a recipient is deserving of the honour. The 

Sportsman cup is awarded to a member who has actively done 

something good for either another club member or for the club in general. 

The wooden Propeller on the other hand, seems to have taken on the roll 

of recognising the less fortunate pilots for the month through their own 

misadventure!  As I said, for the first time ever we gave away the 

trophies to Non members with the Sportsman Trophy going to Lyndon 

Perry’s son Jordan who is an arborist by trade. As you can guess by the 

nature of his job, he was pulled away from his Sunday slumber to climb 

Brad’s Tree at Lake D on the float plane day and retrieve a model from 

high in the branch’s as reported in last month’s bulletin. Thanks Jordan 

for being a great sport and bringing what was left of the model back 

safely.  Thus it will come as no surprise that the Wooden Propeller 
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Award goes to the Pilot from Taranaki who placed that model at the top 

of Brad’s Tree, one Keith Butler from the New Plymouth Model Club. 

Well done to both you guys for a great effort shall we say  

Decembers Club night will be our Xmas Special with lots of entertaining 

stuff, a few photo's, movies and Xmas Awards.  As in the past, if you 

would like to "bring a plate" to share for supper, that would be 

appreciated. Also, don’t forget to bring along models for show and tell 

plus anything else that may be of interest.  Looking forward to seeing 

you there. 

Novembers club themed flying day was our Float plane day at the 

beginning of the month and that was reported on in Novembers Club 

newsletter. Of course that just leaves is with the final club day flyin for 

the year, being our Annual Xmas BBQ Flyin. 

As usual, our Christmas BBQ Lunch will be out at our Reekers flying 

field. As in past years, the club will be putting on a BBQ and supplying 

meats and soft drinks, tea and coffee.  For all those coming out for lunch, 

we would invite you to bring a plate of salad or dessert to share for this 

potluck lunch. Don’t forget, wives and partners and Cambridge Model 

Club members are more than welcome to come along and share in the 

days events. We will organise some low stress flying events to keep 

Pilots and guests amused as well. If you have a fold up chair, table, spare 

chilly bin, Gazebo for shade or other useful item, then please bring them 

out with you if possible to help us through the day. 

And a special shout out on behalf of Gordon:  anyone who has a Flying 

Aces Stik and would care to partake in a Aces Stik Drag Race (without 

Wings) at the Club Xmas BBQ is invited to bring them along...it’s 

bound to be fun, if not carnage !!! 

Well that's pretty much all I have for this month. I'd like to take this 

opportunity to wish you all a Very Merry and Safe Christmas shared 

with friends and family. At this time I'd like to give a special mention to 

Jan Reekers , his family and the Reekers Farm management team for 

their continued support of our club and its activities, a very Merry Xmas 

to you from us all. I would also like to acknowledge the support from 

our neighbours, the Farm management team of The Land Farm Group 

next door.  We simply couldn’t have better people supporting us, so 

thank you all. 

Merry Xmas one and all, Grant 
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HMAC’s 2 I.C. 
Gordon 
 

Midair Mayhem 
 

Writing this small article causes me some 

anguish!! 

When we go flying our models on a regular 

basis we are very often flying with others in 

the sky at the same time. No problem. 

Generally we keep good discipline and avoid being in the same portion 

of sky so there are no problems. 

 

However, this year has been a bad one for me. I have just had my third 

mid-air this year! EEK, you say, what’s going on here?   

Well, the first happened at one of our float plane days when Phil H. and 

myself came together. Small foam plane v larger wood plane, 

result...Phil’s total smashed while mine just required new wing. 

OK, a few months later at the field Bruce P. and myself...BOOM! Two 

large heavy planes, Bruce’s repairable, mine toast. 

Unbelievable I said, two midair’s in the same year...unheard of!! Must 

be some bad karma here?? Nah, don’t think so?? 

This week we were out for an after work fly and KABOOM!! Sel. and 

myself have a doozy! Both planes total write off and spread over several 

paddocks on two farms. After punching each other over in the pilot box 

we could not decide on a winner, so rolled around on the ground 

laughing instead. 

 

At this point I should stress that all three were what I would call “no 

blame” accidents and I hold no malice or responsibility towards any of 

the combatants.   

So, why three incidents for me in a year? Possibly the odds are stacked 

against me as I possibly do more hours in the air each year than most 

club members. I also have no qualms about flying with other models in 

the air.  
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Is my flying discipline bad? Possibly at times, (I’m not perfect...) but all 

these have happened in very different situations with other experienced 

pilots and there is no common denominator.  

If there is two or more aircraft in the air at the same time “Murphy’s law” 

says that sooner or later they will occupy the same piece of airspace at 

the same time with the same result. The only possible way to be sure of 

avoiding a midair is to only have one aircraft in the sky at any time and 

that wouldn’t be much fun would it? 

What about gentle left hand circuits only, with a minimum of 200 meters 

between aircraft? That’s not going to work is it; sometimes just staying 

in the air is mission enough! 

Ah well, I don’t think there is any answer. We chose to do this hobby, 

we are all grown up’s who understand the risks and if we are not 

prepared to take those risks then it’s time to find a new pastime. 

The upside to all this is; all the people with which I have had “contact” 

with are still talking to me and are friends and no-one has been trying to 

apportion any blame to anyone. 

The other good thing is there is now room for a couple of new models in 

the shed! 

 

Gordon (mid-air) Meads  
 

Forgive me 

Father but it 

wasn’t me. 

 It was those 

other fellows 

Pickering, Hall 

and Melville that 

hit my 

planes ……. 
 

 

 

                                   Confessional 
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Messer’s Meads and Melville after getting a bit too touchy 

feely 
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Still friends……Yeah Right. 

 

 

Christmas Club Night 
 

Beerescourt Bowling Club Rooms 

Wednesday 11
th
 December 2019 

7.30pm-10pm 

Supper: Please bring a plate if possible 

_________________________________________________ 
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GUESS WHOSE SHORTS !!!!! 
A certain member of the hierarchy in the club was flying a glider one 

Sunday and decided to sit on the ground to do some adjustments to his 

glider. 

Guess what sat on a freshly laid cow pat, Lucky he carries spare pairs of 

shorts in the car. 
 

 
 

Aircraft I Dream About……. 

“the Coandă 1910 Jet” 

Bruce Pickering 

I became interested in the work of the Romanian Henri Coandă when I 

was developing an air–mover for drying carpets (under the name Kinetic 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Coand%C4%83
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Airworks Ltd I made various pieces of equipment for the carpet cleaning 

industry). Henri understood what we today know as the “Coanda 

Effect.” Coanda Effect is the phenomenon in which a jet flow attaches 

itself to a nearby surface and remains attached even when the surface 

curves away from the initial jet direction. A quick and easy way to 

observe this effect is to hold a spoon by the end of its handle lightly 

between the fingers and bring the back of the spoon gently against the 

smooth stream of water from a tap. You will notice that the spoon pulls 

into the stream and the water flows around the curved surface. After 

spending years in studying the phenomenon Coandă obtained his French 

patent that he titled: “Method and apparatus for deviation of a fluid into 

another fluid.” After more than twenty years of studies by others the 

phenomenon was recognized as a new aerodynamic effect, which was 

called the Coanda Effect and it is applied in a large number of important 

theoretical and experimental studies. 

 

 

Now here is a simple explanation of what happens: “In free 

surroundings, a jet of fluid entrains and mixes with its surroundings as it 

flows away from a nozzle. When a surface is brought close to the jet, 

this restricts the entrainment in that region. As flow accelerates to try 

balance the momentum transfer, a pressure difference across the jet 

results and the jet is deflected closer to the surface - eventually attaching 

to it. Even if the surface is curved away from the initial direction, the jet 

tends to remain attached. This effect can be used to change the jet 

direction. In doing so, the rate at which the jet mixes is often 
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significantly increased compared with that of an equivalent free jet.” 

Yes, that really is the simple explanation! It is the Coanda Effect coupled 

with Bernoulli’s Principle that creates the lift produced by a wing. 

 

The Coanda Effect is what years later inspired the development of flying 

saucers, and also my radical air–mover. I was able to demonstrate its 

efficacy by placing a single prototype in the centre of a room—my 

lounge—and with the floor studded with smoking incense sticks it was 

clear that accelerated air was moving across the entire floor to a level of 

about 75mm
(see ftn)

*. Therefore one of my units could replace three or 

four traditional air movers that blasted air all over the place (sorry if this 

is sounding like a sales pitch). In any event, nobody was interested, so 

that prototype was the first and last made. Another application of the 

Coandă Effect is the NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) helicopter. The system 

uses a fan inside the tail boom to build a high volume of low-pressure 

air, which exits through two slots and creates a boundary layer flow of 

air along the tail boom utilizing the Coanda Effect. The Russian 

Antonov An-72, with engines mounted just above the wing surface also 

utilises the Coanda Effect to provide lift at low speeds.  
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At this juncture you might well ask: “That’s all very interesting, but 

what’s the point?” Ah yes, back to the point. In 1910, using the as yet 

unnamed Coanda Effect, 24 year old Henri, helped by a school friend, 

designed and built what some argue was the world's first jet propelled 

aircraft. The aeroplane used a four cylinder piston engine to power a 

rotary compressor through a step–up (1:4) gearbox. The compressor 

exhaust entered two ring–shaped burning chambers located on the sides 

of the fuselage. The petrol engine's exhaust and additional fuel was also 

ported into these chambers. The resulting combustion exhausting from 

the chambers down the sides of the aircraft produced additional thrust. 

As part of his early experiments he gained approval to test different wing 

configurations and air resistance on a platform built by Eiffel at the front 

of a locomotive on the North of France Railway! Coandă called his 

power system Turbo–Propulseur, reckoning it could produce greatly 

increased thrust over conventional propulsion. 

Coandă's aeroplane was a sesquiplane, which apparently solved stability 

issues. The wings were cantilevered without any bracing wires. 

Employing wing warping controlled by pedals, the trailing edges of the 

upper wing could be twisted separately for lateral control or together for 
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braking during landing. The fuselage had a wooden framework with a 

covering of moulded plywood. Tubular radiators for engine cooling were 

located on either side of the cockpit. The fuselage terminated in a 

cruciform empennage fixed at 45°. These surfaces were controlled using 

a pair of large steering wheels mounted outside of the cockpit, one on 

each side, and were used for pitch and directional control. A power to 

weight ratio of 0.59 kW/kg (0.36 hp/lb) was claimed, a considerable 

achievement at the time—if it worked. And here is where some 

confusion arises. 

Coandă made a single brief flight in December 1910, he claimed later. 

Whether he actually got airborne is still debated, but one report observed 

that the flames and burned gases from the engine "hugged" the 

fuselage—the Coanda Effect—as a result the sides of the aircraft rapidly 

caught fire and it was completely destroyed. This attempt was claimed to 

be the first flight in the world of an aeroplane equipped with a reactive 

engine—basically a jet engine. But lacking financial support Coanda 

could not improve his invention; well that was one reason why it was not 

developed further. 

According to one French writer Coandă would have had to spin the 

rotary compressor of his Turbo–Propulseur at a speed of 7,000 rpm to 

provide enough thrust for the aircraft to fly. Since there was a risk that it 

would explode at what was then considered a fantastic speed, it was not 

tried. However, experiments proved that it was possible. Since that time 

many experts have been dismissive, saying that Coandă's turbo–

propulseur design involved a weak stream of "plain air", not a powerful 

jet of air expanding from fuel combustion. In 1965, Coandă showed 

drawings to prove his claim of combustion ducting but these were 

revealed to be reworked, differing significantly from the original. In 

spite of claims to the contrary, as late as the 1950’s Coandă continued to 

insist he had flown the aircraft himself; but it appears that the “flight” 

was quite short, possibly more of a hop, perhaps followed by a skip and 

jump. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empennage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_dynamics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power-to-weight_ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power-to-weight_ratio
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Interestingly, as an aside, in 1939—as Britain and Germany were 

developing the turbojet engine—inventor Secondo Campini developed 

a new power unit, which had some basic similarities to Coandă’s Turbo–

Propulseur. It also used a petrol engine to spin a compressor in what was 

in essence a ducted fan. The air was forced into a combustion chamber 

where fuel was ignited, adding to the thrust. Campini misnamed his 

invention a Thermojet, it being neither a true piston engine nor real 

turbojet—which spins its compressor by a self-driven turbine—and 

although it successfully powered an aircraft it was never developed 

beyond proof of concept. Like the Coanda 1910, it could not be called a 

jet, but it was a fascinating development toward reaction thrust. 

So, you ask, “As brilliant as Coandă was why would anyone want to 

build a model of a failed experimental aircraft?” Well, I reckon that the 

design would lend itself to an electric motor and ducted fan for power. 

Although it would be tricky to construct and there is a possibility that it 

might not fly, think of the challenge and the great feeling of success if it 

did. After all, where else in the world would you see another one? 
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Footnote*  
Since nobody was interested in my air-mover, I have to tell someone 

who will listen how it worked. It was shaped like an upturned bowl with 

a flared rim, about 600mm in diameter and 250mm high, with a blind 

duct in the centre. The duct was about 80mm deep and 130mm in 

diameter. At the bottom of the duct was an impeller, 115mm in diameter, 

driven by a universal motor mounted below (in order to work 

effectively, the impeller had to spin at around 3000rpm). The air was 

pulled down in a central column, forced against the side of the duct and 

accelerated in a thin “tube” back up the sides. As it reached the rounded 

rim of the duct the air—following the Coanda Effect—flowed rapidly 

down the outside of the “bowl” and across the floor in all 360 degrees. 

The Coanda Effect caused the air to stick to the surface of the “bowl” 

and the floor, moving right to the edges of the room. Thank you for 

listening—I feel better now! 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=&url=https://forum.flitetest.com/index.php?threads/aviation-memes.26026/&psig=AOvVaw31DoXKhHeNWRm90a8dCR8-&ust=1575357500574663
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Spitfires ? Stan’s your man 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 
HMAC XMAS BBQ LUNCH 

Reekers Flying Field 
12pm Sunday December 8

th
 

 

All members and partners (Including Cambridge MAC) welcome 

 

Meats and Soft Drinks provided 

 

Help share in this potluck lunch with a plate of salad or dessert or other 

yummy item. 

 

If you have a fold up chair, table, spare chilly bin, gazebo for shade or 

other useful item, please bring them out with you if possible. 
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Paper Planes 
Ian Sweeney 
 

The November HMAC meeting raised eyebrows from my wife when I 

mentioned I was going to compete in the club’s Paper Aeroplane 

Competition. 

The evening started with the usual gatherings around member’s projects 

sitting on the tables.  At this point Stan is declared the clear winner in 

the ‘Size does matter’ stakes with his 1/3 Spitfire still in the build stages. 

After the club business and videos were attended to, the floor was 

cleared for the serious business of paper planes. 

It turns out that Dave had cleared out his closet, and amongst the items 

he found (some which shall not be mentioned) there was an old Xmas 

present from the kids – a packet of coloured paper with lines ruled 

specifically for making paper planes. 

 

 
You were either good, or crap.  

 

Everyone takes a sheet and tests their skills at following instructions.  

My own plane struggles with a left turn and bad CG but stealing blue tac 

from the wall posters helps sort this out and gives a moderate float. 
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The first round is for distance.  A long straight line is harder than we 

first thought, the conventional dart takes that one out. 

The ‘All-rounder’ becomes the way to take away the coveted prizes as 

Auntie introduces complexity with the ‘aircraft-carrier landing’ (on a 

table), ‘under the bridge’ (under a table) and ‘through the gap’ (stacked 

tables).  

The general chatter and 

laughter indicate that 

everyone is having fun with 

this most basic of model 

flying!  Out of the variety 

of paper planes some of 

them simply went around in 

circles or off to one side, 

with aiming being virtually 

impossible. 

Chris Tynan seemed to be 

the only one that did his 

homework.  The night 

before competition Chris 

referred his mis-spent youth 

to Dr Google for the best 

paper plane design.  By not 

following the instructions 

shown on the paper, his 

plane was a consistent 

winner displaying a straight 

and long float that made it 

easier to aim. 

All competitors were 

winners, with a box of 

Cadbury’s Favourites open 

for all to share. 

Despite my initial trepidation about spending an evening flying paper 

planes, I thoroughly enjoyed myself and would like to thank the 

organisers, sponsors and participants. 
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Doing a bit more research on this topic provides some quite amazing 

techniques in paper aeroplanes.  This Youtube video is from “The Paper 

Airplane Guy” who has spent over 10 years designing and flying, also 

holding a distance record of 226 feet: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNg4fDJC8A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harder than it looks 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNg4fDJC8A
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So what else happened at Club Night ? 
 

 

 

Stan and Dorian 

bringing the 1/3 

scale Spitfire 

fuselage into the 

hall 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Left Wing 
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One of the 

retracts. 

The hand gives 

some semblance 

of scale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sels Sebart. 

A real piece of Italian 

craftsmanship 
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No problem with room. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dorians Chipmunk 
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Now for some good news: 
 

Annual General Meeting 
of the Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc. 

8pm 
Wednesday February 12th 2020 

Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms 
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

(You have been warned…Ed) 

______________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
 

https://www.giantscalenews.com/threads/rc-airplane-memes.596/page-52
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RC Pylon report November 17th at 
Airsail MAC 
  

The latest RC Pylon event actually started the previous day with people 

arriving early for testing and practice, with the strip all prepared and 

ready to go for the next day there was no stopping Dave Coleman with 

the help of Gary Mercer having a fly around the pylons for the first time. 

Also out for some practice was Noeline Craighead who we haven’t seen 

for a couple of years with a transmitter in her hands, both her and Dave 

flying second hand models purchased at the previous event last month 

and flying well. Gary did a few laps and you can see he still hasn’t 

forgotten his way around after 30 years off. Stephen Collins through the 

generosity of Les King test flew a Raptor F3D model complete with MB 

power and flew very well, ready to do battle the next day. As mentioned 

Les and Judy were also here setting up camp and getting in some 

practice, although that session ended early after they informed us they 

got engaged last week while in Rarotonga. With congratulations all 

round the bubbly was opened and the celebrations commenced. 
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Sund ay morning had a partly cloudy sky and light NW breezes, perfect 

direction for our strip, we had the course set up early before most people 

arrived and had the first race under way by 10 am, we needed to with 

one of the largest entry lists we’ve had here for a long time, first up was 

E Sport with 2 heats followed by a combined Q500 Sport and F3D. 

Q500 Sport, with the absence of Steve Collins moving up to F3D, had 

Ron Stone and Len Krook battling it out for top honours with Ron 

ending up first by 7 seconds over Len followed by Antony Wright. 

Graham Duncan had a good result with a fourth followed by Noeline 

with 5 clean times recorded edging out Gary and Dave, both retiring 

after landing mishaps. 

  

F3D had John Knox and Steve Collins having a go for the first time, we 

also ran Les in with us flying his F5D model (the only one here) Fast 

consistent times recorded by Ross Craighead saw him rise to the top 

followed by Les and myself. John, Steve and I all suffering from DNFs, 

in my and Steve’s case from broken tuned pipes and John’s a bad engine 

setting and cuts. Good learning experience for us and systems are in 

place so we won’t have a repeat. 

  

F3T was next with only three entrants due to Frazer’s absence and me 

selling my model the day before to someone who want’s to move up to 

something faster. I do have a spare for next time and hopefully we’ll see 

Frazer then too. Ron Stone was here planning to run in F3T also but after 

a major mishap during his lunchtime test fly he was scratched for the rest 

of the day.  John Knox was the man to beat closely followed by Steve 

and Len who had to revert to his back up model after an elevator half 

failure, luckily he still had some control with half an elevator so 

managed to make it back to the farm for a landing. 

  

F3R had a good turnout with six entries, amongst them was Antony 

Wright for his second contest in this class, showing his aerobatic skills 

with a perfect but inverted landing on one occasion, only damage was a 

broken needle valve but because it was a good setting he carried on. 

John Knox scored top spot and fastest time with a 71.08 followed by 

Ross by under one second, then Steve, Len, myself and Antony. 
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A long day finishing up around 5.30pm followed by all the helpers with 

the electric fence, collecting gear etc. meant the BBQ didn’t get going 

till after 6 so only a few stayed on. Results printed and read out with a 

couple of coldies had me asleep in front of the TV before lights out. 

  

Once again a big thank you to all the helpers who turned up to help, 

sacrificing their time so we can go racing, to Sharon for her lunchtime 

scones and to all the competitors who just want to go racing, your 

enthusiasm is infectious. Hopefully we’ll see you all for our next event 

on December 22nd, yes that’s our Xmas event and BBQ and don’t forget 

the Nationals in Carterton on January 2nd. and 3rd. Have you entered yet? 

If not it’s easy, even I got that sorted with ease, just go to the MFNZ 

web site via this link and do it:  

http://www.modelflyingnz.org/Admin/Nats_entry.php 

 

  

See you all soon, 

Cheers John 

Danks  

  

JR Airsail 

299 Native Road 

RD1 

Tuakau, 2696 

Phone 09 

2334014 

www.airsail.co.nz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.modelflyingnz.org/Admin/Nats_entry.php
http://www.airsail.co.nz/
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Upper NI Pylon calendar 2019/2020 
season. 
 

2019 
December 22nd Race day & Xmas BBQ 

  

2020 
January 2nd/3rd (rain date 4th) NZ Nationals Carterton 

February 23rd  Waikato Champs 

March 22nd 

April 26th  (ANZAC Weekend) 

May 24th Race day & End of season get together BBQ 

August 8/9th Trans Tasman, Maryborough, Queensland, Australia 

  

All meetings except the Nationals and TT will be held at the Airsail 

MAC field, 299 Native Rd., 

Pukekawa. 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Alan starting his Chipmunk at Waharoa 
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Let’s stay safe this Christmas 
________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

Merry Christmas everyone. 
If over the holiday period you use the field: 

Remember, 

If you open a gate, close the gate. 

If you put the fence down, pick the fence up. 

And keep fingers away from propellers. 

 

https://fighterjetsworld.com/tag/rc-crash-compilation-my-best-rc-crashes-and-moments-of-the-year-2015-presented-by-rc-media-world/
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FOR SALE 
 

ESM P-40E WARHAWK ARF Kit 
87 Inch Wingspan 
Includes:  
DLE 55cc Engine 
3 Bladed prop 
Scale Spinner 
Retracts 
Savox Servos 
Scale Top-Flite Canopy 
Other accessories 
Reasonable Offers please 
Roel 
027-4102578 
Roel.schouten@gmail.com 

 

mailto:Roel.schouten@gmail.com
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Coming Events 2019 

 

December 2019 
 RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield 

December 7, 2019 - @ Matamata – Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa 
(Matamata) 

 RC Aerobatics Competition 
December 7, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield 299Native Road, Pukekewa. 

 RC Aerobatics Competition - Norsewood  
December 7, 2019 9:00 am - @ Galloway Farm, Norsewood (Southern 
Hawkes Bay) 

 HMAC Xmas BBQ and Funfly 
December 8, 2019 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton 

 HMAC Club Night Meeting  
December 11, 2019 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)  

 Glider Aero Tow event Tauranga  
December 13, 2019 - December 15, 2019 @ TECT All Terrain Park Model 
Flying Centre, Pyes Pa Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua ) 

 RC Pylon Racing Series and Xmas BBQ 
December 22, 2019 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa 

 MFNZ National Championships – Multiple Events 
December 31, 2019 - January 4, 2020 @ Carterton 

 
January 2020 

 
 HMAC Summer BBQ and Funfly 

January 26, 2020 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 
 

NO FLIGHT LINES JANUARY 2020 
 

Next Flight Lines February 2020 
February Newsletter deadline – Tuesday 4 February 2020 

       
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 


